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			Customized Products

			            
Customized products give you options which, can be modified directly on this site to fit your needs. These products have more options, but allow direct checkout. After you select your options for each product, you will be able to add any of these items to your cart and checkout, just like any other product.
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
HOT



									
									Lightweight Brass Name Badge
								

								$12.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Lightweight Brass Name Badge
											

											
												Pricing: $12 for blackened lettering (one line). +3.00 for colored lettering (one line). STRAIGHT ENGRAVING WITHOUT LOGO (Includes Name Badge). If... more info
											

											
												
													
														$12.00
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															Add to Compare
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
HOT



									
									Brass Name Badge
								

								$12.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Brass Name Badge
											

											
												Pricing: $12 for blackened lettering (one line). +3.00 for colored lettering (one line). STRAIGHT ENGRAVING WITHOUT LOGO (Includes Name Badge). If... more info
											

											
												
													
														$12.00
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															Add to Compare
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									Keychain
								

								$23.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Keychain
											

											
												We offer customized keychains with the aircraft of your choice. Choose from: Polished gold or silver keychain embellished with a 2D (flat) aircraft... more info
											

											
												
													
														$23.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									Money Clip
								

								$23.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Money Clip
											

											
												We offer customized money clips with the aircraft of your choice. Choose from: Gold or silver textured money clips, embellished with a 2D (flat)... more info
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															Add to Compare
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									Tie Bar
								

								$22.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Tie Bar
											

											
												We offer customized tie bars with the aircraft of your choice. Choose from: Gold or Silver, Textured or Polished, and 2D (Flat) or 3D aircraft to... more info
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															Add to Compare
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									Taildragger Pin
								

								$26.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Taildragger Pin
											

											
												Taildragger Jeweled Pin - Safety Pin Style Attachment. Longest dimension: 2" ( 51.55mm ). Gold or Silver Plated finish. Customizable with... more info
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															Add to Compare
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										Select Options
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									Airplane Pin
								

								$26.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Airplane Pin
											

											
												Airplane Jeweled Pin - Safety Pin Style Attachment. Longest dimension: 2 23/64" ( 59.82mm ). Gold or Silver Plated finish. Customizable with... more info
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										Select Options
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									Wing Pin
								

								$26.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Wing Pin
											

											
												Wing Pin Jeweled - Safety Pin Style Attachment. Longest dimension: 2 9/64" ( 54.47mm ). Gold or Silver Plated finish. Customizable with... more info
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															Add to Compare
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									Small Propeller
								

								$11.25


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Small Propeller
											

											
												Small Propeller Jeweled Pin with single stone - Safety Pin Style Attachment. Longest dimension 1-1/8" (28.85mm). Gold or Silver Plated finish.... more info
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															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
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										Select Options
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NEW



									
									Large Propeller
								

								$15.50


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Large Propeller
											

											
												Large Propeller Jeweled Pin - Safety Pin Style Attachment. Longest dimension: 1-29/32" ( 48.55mm ). Gold or Silver Plated finish. Customizable... more info
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															Add to Compare
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									Parachute Pin
								

								$20.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												Parachute Pin
											

											
												Parachute Jeweled Pin - Safety Pin Style Attachment. Longest dimension: 63/64" (24.73mm). Gold or Silver Plated finish. Customizable with... more info
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										Select Options
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									1234 EMT Wing
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												1234 EMT Wing
											

											
												This 1234 wing has a round center and dimensional lines; double post/military clutch. Dimensions: Width 3" (76.21mm). Available in Gold Plate,... more info
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									1234 Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												1234 Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 1234 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center and dimensional lines; double post/military clutch.... more info
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									2136 EMT Plain Wing
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136 EMT Plain Wing
											

											
												This 2136 wing has a round center; matte stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and center; double post clutch back. Dimensions: Width... more info
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									2136 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2136 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center; matte stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and... more info
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									2136S EMT Star Wing
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136S EMT Star Wing
											

											
												This 2136 star wing is a round centered, stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and center; double post clutch back. Dimensions: Width... more info
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										Select Options
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									2136S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2136 star wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It is a round centered, stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and... more info
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									2136SW EMT Star & Wreath Wing
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136SW EMT Star & Wreath Wing
											

											
												This 2136 star/wreath wing is a stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and center; double post clutch back. Dimensions: Width 3-5/32"... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
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	Toll Free: 1-800-662-4243
	Phone: 937-294-5646
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